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RICHARD DUGAN

Last year was a good year; celebrating three (3) years of service to the

people of Ghana, winning three international awards as the Best

Boutique Investment Bank in Ghana by Capital Finance

International, Best Enterprise of the Year by EBA-UK and the BIZZ

2016 award. We also won our first local award as the Best Growing

New Investment Bank and ended the year with an induction into the

most respected professional body, the Chartered Institute of

Marketing Ghana (CIMG).

This New Year marks our fourth (4TH) anniversary and it presents an

opportunity to reflect on past accomplishments and set new corporate,

professional and personal growth goals. We have come far as a team

and I appreciate your efforts but I believe we can do better in the days

ahead.

We pride ourselves in being a solution-driven organization, focused on

delivering results to meet our clients’ concerns, building our capacity

and efficiency as professionals as well as strengthening our

partnerships. We must be determined to do more this year. To engage

more with clients through good customer service and identify

opportunities to grow our businesses.

There are a number of exciting developments happening in our

organization and our goal is to help structure these and provide you

with a quarterly selection of news, events, and resources to help

everyone from managers to staff stay in touch with what is going on in

our business.

I would therefore like to officially welcome you to the first issue of our

internal newsletter, McOttley Times.

As we move further into 2017, I will urge all of us to live out the values

of excellence that bind us together and remain focused on carrying out

the vision and mission of our business. I wish us all the very best in the

next quarter.
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Chief

Executive

Officer

R I C H A R D KO KO I H

We began 2017 with mixed feelings on outlook of the

economy, following a peaceful transfer of power from one

government to the other. All too soon, we have ended the

first quarter of the year and I believe the common question

on our minds is, how have we performed collectively as a

business? Our performance thus far, sets the tone for us to

reflect on what lies ahead and the need to align. Irrespective

of your role, we all have a common goal, to build a vibrant

and successful business. The task ahead is achievable if

we view same as our individual challenge with a collective

view.

In this maiden edition of our newsletter, I would like to seize

the opportunity to remind us all, the need to commit to the

common goal. We are stronger together as a family if we all

believe in the collective power of our individual input and

dedication to service. We must focus on our core

objectives, and leverage our unique skills set to drive the

business agenda. Above all, we must strive to build an

atmosphere of oneness, knowledge share and support one

another in our daily activities. We appreciate your effort and

commitment and urge you to do more in the coming

months. Thank you.



PRINCESS SEKYERE

Communication is key in any organization. Effective

external and internal communications of an

organization enables the actualization of corporate

goals and objectives.

In every big corporation, there are usually instances

when information is not disseminated the way it’s

supposed to be and that can sometimes make staff

feel excluded and uninformed about certain key

events and information. This can be detrimental to the

progress of a thriving business like McOttley.

In view of this, the Corporate Affairs and Brands

department deemed it fit to create an avenue for easy

flow of information in order to keep staff abreast with
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Editor-In-Chief



issues happening in the business as well as provide

the opportunity for staff to bond with one another.

McOttley Times, the company’s quarterly newsletter

is aimed at fixing the internal communication

loopholes which are quite obvious in a big

organization like ours. The newsletter which will be

issued out on quarterly basis will include information

about key events in the McOttley business calendar,

executive profiles, a subsidiary feature, special

features on staff members who are performing

outstandingly both internally and externally and other

milestones that are worth celebrating. We will also

feature some lifestyle articles which will span a

diverse range of topics. This particular feature is open

to every member of the McOttley family who would

like to explore their interest in writing.

We are excited about the developments in our

organization and we look forward to expanding on the

newsletter in the subsequent quarters. Welcome to

our maiden edition of McOttley Times.



Editorial Team

Loretta Baah - Editor

Michael Botsyoe - Photography

Christfred Anyane - Creative Designer

Are you interested in being part of the editorial team?

Send a mail to internalcomms@mcottley.com

send your comments on newsletter to

internalcomms@mcottley.com
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I would like to use this opportunity to introduce to you the new companies on

the bloc. By his grace, as at the end of the first quarter 2017, there have been

some businesses introduced to boost our revenue line and business

execution. The following are:

It’s a holding company introduced to handle all the

non - McOttley branded companies. The companies

will work as independent entities as well as support

the affiliate companies in the Mcottley group for

efficient service delivery. They include



.....................................................

It is an integrated media organization in Ghana which

provides services in Public Relations, Outdoor

Advertising, broadcasting and publications. The arms

under multimedia include Business Day news, Family

TV and Kingdom Concepts Consult &amp; Production

House.



.....................................................

It is Ghana’s most influential and respected

business newspaper established in 2014 to

offer incisive coverage of the country’s

GHANA

finance and economy, as well as

international business news. Our focus as a

company is to ensure we have control in the print me space when it comes to

business news, and we will want to use this opportunity to build a strong

finance market news for our clients and the country as a whole whilst

promoting our brands. This is also expected to have staff from all our

businesses contribute through write-ups and business ideas to help them

promote their skills. Above all, it is to support our revenue diversification.



.....................................................

It is a 24 hour Edutainment Television channel that is

wholly dedicated to seeking ways to making the

world of media more valuable for families with a

special focus on children and women by producing,

acquiring and airing content that is safe for the whole

Family. This channel offers its viewers of all ages an

unrivalled and unique, total quality digital television

experience. This is also to help us have a common channel to market our

products and services with less cost on airtime.



It is set up to handle all the corporate affairs

issues of the group to ensure we are in

control of our information in the public

domain.

Also, it produces television and radio

content of the highest quality and excellence that inform and inspire positive

change in communities worldwide. For us to be able to handle our content to

save cost and ensure quality with safety, this company has the sole

responsibility of creating content for the TV station. This comes in handy to

contribute to the group’s revenue diversification.

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING

Experienced providers of billboard production and installations. We have

billboards in strategic locations in major cities across the country. Our focus

is to provide the group with the best publicity and brand awareness creation

whilst serving the external market as well. It is our strategy to ensure we have

presence in all the regions of GHANA and also introduce digital billboards as

well. This is to support our brand awareness campaign and create extra

revenue for the group.



.....................................................

It supports in capital and fundraising for startups

and existing businesses with viable intents for

profitability. As a group with rich resources devoted,

we have established this business to work with our

company in California to ensure synergies in the

PRIVATE EQUITY

Ghanaian and the US markets for capitalization. We

have the passion to see Ghanaian businesses strive so we provide top class

advisory services for fund raising for your company. We work with the

internal finance companies and some external companies both in Ghana and

abroad to achieve this vision. We believe a global outlook combined with

deep local knowledge is the key to long-term, sustainable investment

success.



.....................................................

It was set up to provide professional

advisory services to customers with

insurance needs to help them properly

assess their insurance options in order to

obtain the best value in insurance

packages and insurance claim application with proper negotiations. This will

serve the internal companies as well. This company is to also help us diversify

our revenue line in the group. It is licensed and regulated by the National

Insurance Commission, GHANA. For more information talk to them in the

McOttley Holdings building and their branch in East Legon opposite GTbank.

INSURANCE BROKERS



The Group

business Outlook

for the Quarter

Cont...
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It

provides

excellent

and

customer-centered services in the USA

and West African market. It is an

intermediary service provider that

bridges the West African market and the

US market through providing corporate finance advisory services for fund

raising for West African businesses, real estate advisory services for West

Africans living in the US and wanting to have something at home and those

who are in West Africa with needs of housing in the States, dealers and

shipment of all kinds of cars and car parts to Ghana and international courier

services with speed. Its office is based in Pittsburgh, California but works

across all the states in the US through its contact partners’ offices. It is our

vision to become the trusted African company that is reliable to trade in

between the United States of America and West African markets. Our main

project yet to be launched is the Investment summit forum which will be

organized in Washington and New York on yearly basis. This event will bring

together angel investors and fund managers from the United States and

businesses from West Africa with good business model wanting to raise funds

from the US market for mutual business networking and deal breaking. Our

unique proposition for this event is the fact that, we bring only “needing

partners NOT window shoppers”.



.....................................................

This Clinic is very unique from other

clinic services we have experienced

and this is because we are building an

empire of quality health service in

Ghana starting with this footprint.

It will be a Premium clinic with class. It will serve the community it finds itself

in with the middle to high income earners. It comes with full ambulance

service for any location pickup even from home with first aid practitioners on

standby. Full standard laboratory equipment to ensure it is one-stop-shop for

your basic health needs. Our vision is to be the best in female and child health

care whilst compensating the public with a bonus service of general

practitioners. Our focus is to provide very serene atmosphere that deals with

your mental well-being. It's a clinic of a kind.

It will run a full weekend clinic since its target market are mostly working and

schooling. It runs full pediatric and gynecology services on Saturdays but we

work all day in the week. We also have a theater for minor surgery and CS

sessions.

It's our mantra to provide a pleasant and courteous atmosphere where you

will find general practioners, pediatricians and other medical specialists.

Services include Fertility, Dermatology, Obstetrics &amp; Gynecology,

Ophthalmology, Pediatrics &amp; Neonatology and Laboratory.



This is a passion driven project, a

non-profit organization focused

on providing sponsorship for

Tertiary students who are brilliant

but needy and less privileged

students with good pass but

unable to enter the tertiary

institution due to lack of funding, entrepreneurial skills mentorship and

training, as well as supporting health related causes. Our main vision is to

contribute to the employability state of the common Ghanaian. Our pledge to

national building and corporate social responsibility is to impact directly into

the lives of the community we serve and the country as a whole. We have

brilliant models to execute this passion to be one of a kind in this country

when we talk of a social intervention that dwells on Entrepreneurship and

human capacity development for self independence on economic grounds.



Last year, Mr. Dugan launched

the

Richard

Dugan

Entrepreneurship Challenge RDEC for University college

students.

The idea of the RDEC is to

challenge students to begin thinking of business ideas and assist them to

start up businesses after school. The focus is to bridge academia and

entrepreneurship practicability by providing platforms for students in their

final year to present their business thoughts and package them for sale. This

platform will be a reality show with keen competition among students in

groups of same or diverse disciplines creating a variable business idea and

pitch for funding. It will involve real life simulations with practicing

entrepreneurs and financiers across various sectors.

This is to raise young entrepreneurs to help reduce unemployment among

the youth. RDEC will kick start this year with students of Pentecost University.

Watch out for the 1st Season of this great reality show ever seen in Ghana.



RICHARD

DUGAN

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

CHALLENGE



About McOttley Empowerment Foundation

McOttley Empowerment Foundation, is a non-profit organization dedicated to

supporting quality education, providing entrepreneurial training and skills as well as

supporting health initiatives. We believe in building a community which creates the

opportunity for everyone to access quality education. So we do our part by sponsoring

students through scholarships and also raise and train potential entrepreneurs through

workshops, seminars and internships.



COMPANY NEWS



McOttley Empowerment Foundation in keeping to its core values of

promoting education, entrepreneurship and health, supported the "Next

to Die" documentary, a gripping, heartbreaking story of how children die

every day at the Komfo Anokye Teaching Hospital.

A Joy News Special Assignment by Seth Kwame Boateng aired on the

Super Morning Show and Joy News TV on March 14th, revealed the

untold-story of the difficulties doctors and nurses go through, the pain

and heartache families endure each passing day just because a maternity block started 43-years ago to help in the safe delivery of pregnant

women had been abandoned.

While it believes government has a bigger responsibility towards an

improved maternal health, McOttley Empowerment Foundation was also

touched by the growing demands and necessities at the country's hospitals and decided to support the campaign by the Joy News team to find

a lasting solution to the daily reports of baby deaths at the Komfo Anokye

Hospital.

Mr. Dugan stressed on the importance of supporting social impact

projects that have direct benefit to individuals and communities.
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McOttley Foundation

supports JOY FM’s

“Next to Die”

documentary



RICHARD

DUGAN

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

CHALLENGE



Last year, Mr. Dugan launched the Richard Dugan Entrepreneurship

Challenge - RDEC for college students. The idea of the RDEC is to

challenge students to begin thinking of business ideas and assist them to

start up business after school. This is to raise young entrepreneurs to

help reduce unemployment among the youth. RDEC will kick start this

year with students of Pentecost University.



INDUSTRY NEWS



As predicted by the McOttley Research Department, The Monetary

Policy Committee (MPC) of the Central Bank at a meeting held on March

27, 2017 significantly reduced the policy rate (the rate at which commercial banks borrow from the central bank for onward lending to their customers) from 25.5 percent to 23.5 percent. This depicts a 200 basis

point reduction and exceeds the expectations of most analysts who

anticipated at most a 100 basis point reduction.

The 200 basis point reduction is the biggest cut the country has experienced in 10 years. Between 2002 and 2003, the policy rate peaked at

27.5 percent in May 2003 before declining to 12.5 percent in August

2007. After this period it increased to 18.5 percent in September 2009

and decreased to 12.5 percent again in November 2011. For the past five

years, it peaked at 26 percent in 2016, where it remained unchanged for

the greater part of the year until November where it was reduced by 50

basis point to 25.5 percent.

According to the Bank of Ghana, some reasons for the reduction included the considerable easing of underlying inflation pressures and the

projection that inflation will trend downwards the medium term target of

8 plus or minus 2 percent. Headline inflation declined for the fifth consecutive month in February 2017. Inflation fell from 17.2 percent in September 2016 to 15.4 percent in December and further down to 13.2

percent in February 2017. The steady decline in consumer prices reflected in both food and non-food prices, driven mainly by the tight monetary

policy stance and some base effects. However, upside risks to the inflation outlook remain the impact of tighter global financial conditions and
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IMPLICATION OF

REDUCTION IN

POLICY RATE



volatility in commodity prices.

The policy rate reduction can patently go a long way to ensure price

stability, support output and lower inflation. Price stability will control the

rate in the general price level in the economy. The prices of goods and

services offered in the market place will either change minimally or will

not change at all in a given period of time enabling individuals and businesses to plan and forecast using stable market prices.

Moreover, it creates an avenue for the new government to consolidate its

fiscal policy. As part of the 2017 fiscal year, government has made

provision for tax cuts for all businesses that employ young graduates.

Reduction in policy rate will help more businesses especially those in the

private sector expand thereby creating room for the employment of graduates.

It will help boost lending by commercial banks and stimulate growth of

businesses. The 200 basis point policy rate reduction can consequently

reduce lending rate by commercial banks thereby increasing borrowing

by individuals, businesses and Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs).

The more banks can lend, the more credit is available to the economy

and as the supply of credit increases, the price of borrowing (interest)

decreases.

This development will ease the burden of SME’s in financing their business operations. Therefore, SME’s should take this opportunity to

expand their businesses. The reduction in policy rate has indeed come at

a time when the economy needs it.



Prepared by: Mustapha Mensah &amp; Loretta Asare

(Research@mcottley.com)
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